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Abstract
Sheared convective boundary layers (SCBL) are a frequently observed boundary layer
in nature and industry. This paper presents work conducted to validate a numerical fluid
model of sheared convective boundary layers implemented in Nvidia's CUDA program-
ming language for graphical processing units. The code is based on finite difference im-
plementation of the SIMPLE algorithm using the Boussinesq approximation to couple
the energy equation through the buoyancy term.Work presented shows validation of the
model on simpler test cases that are more thoroughly understood, and the model shows
agreement with physical phenomena.
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Introduction
Sheared convective boundary layers (SCBL) are turbulent boundary layers that are
prevalent in environmental systems such as the Earth's atmosphere and engineered sys-
tems including air-conditioning and natural ventilation of building spaces. As the name
suggests, a SCBL is a boundary layer that is driven by both shear and convective motion
of the fluid. Currently the flow behaviours of SCBLs are not well understood and param-
eterising entrainment and other flow characteristics is unresolved. Numerical modelling
and laboratory scale experiments are required to give a better understanding of SCBLs
[1]. Both techniques have been employed previously to develop understanding of a sim-
ilar problem, convective boundary layers. The work presented in this paper will focus
on validating the numerical model against simplified cases including a lid driven cavity,
a Blasius flat plate and a stratified shear layer.
Due to the turbulent nature of SCBLs, high resolution numerical meshes are required to
resolve the smallest scales possible.This requires significant computational power that
is typically derived from either distributed (cluster) computing or through multi-core
processing. In recent years Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have been developed to
perform general purpose processing tasks and have similar instructional capabilities to
CPUs, but can offer significantly higher performance due to GPU's massively parallel
architecture. To unlock this performance, heavy modification of traditional algorithms
is usually required, leading to the field of programming known as GPGPU, or General
Purpose computing on GPUs.
This paper will validate the numerical model developed on Nvidia's GPGPU program-
ming language, CUDA, using several simplified cases of SCBLs. The numerical model
is based on the semi-implicit SIMPLE [2] algorithm and solves the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations while using a buoyancy term to couple the energy equation
through the Boussinesq approximation.
Numerical Model
The Navier-Stokes and energy equations are needed to be solved to model a SCBL
system. The model was simplified by assuming that the system is incompressible and
the Boussinesq approximation is valid for the buoyancy force. The incompressible form
of the governing equations can be written as follows
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where u is the velocity vector, t is time,  is density of fluid at temperature T , 0 is
the density of fluid at a reference temperature T0, P is pressure, g is acceleration due
to gravity, and  and  are the kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity of fluid,
respectively. The Navier-Stokes equation (2) is coupled with the energy equation (3)
through the buoyancy term 
0
g.
The SIMPLE algorithm is used to solve the governing equations by using a cyclic system
of guess and correct steps. The velocity components are first determined by solving the
momentum equations using an approximated pressure field, coupled with the energy
equation, then the pressure and velocity fields are corrected to satisfy continuity. This
process continues until the system converges. The accuracy of themodel is largely based
on how the individual terms are discretised. Themodel was implemented with first order
upwind advection terms and second order central diffusion terms.
GPGPU Implementation
The numerical algorithmswere implemented inNvidia's CUDAprogramming language.
The development process started with modifying an existing code and implementing
it in a naive way on GPU (unrolling loop structures into GPU kernels, a simple ver-
sion shown in Fig. 2) and followed with optimizing the algorithm for GPU. The algo-
rithm follows the process described in Fig. 1, which also displays where kernels were
separated. Each block of GPU threads performs calculations on a spatial region of the
problem, where each thread in the block performs operations on a single cell location
shown in Fig. 3 as unshaded cells.When optimized using sharedmemory a buffer region
(shaded cells) is also required to provide appropriate values for the differencing equa-
tions, the size of this buffer is determined by the order accuracy of the equations.
The code was benchmarked during all stages of development to determine how much
performance is gained by each stage of implementation. This is helpful to gauge the
viability of projects such as OpenACC, which provide compiler directives for automatic
generation of GPU kernels, when applied to non-trivial parallel problems.
Fig. 1: Flow chart of general SIMPLE CFD algorithm with breakdown of of GPU
kernels.
/ / Ca l l f u n c t i o n t o per fo rm a c t i o n
cpuOpe r a t i on ( a r r ) ;
s t a t i c vo id cpuOpe r a t i on ( i n t * a r r ) {
/ / Loop th rough ar ray and a s s i g n va l u e t o each p o s i t i o n i n a r r .
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < ARRAY_SIZE ; i ++) {
a r r [ i ] = i ;
}
}
/ / Ca l l GPU Kernel , g r i d S i z e and b l o c k S i z e d e t e rm i n e t o t a l t h r e a d s
<<< g r i dS i z e , b l o ckS i z e >>>gpuOpe r a t i on ( a r r ) ;
_ _g l ob a l __ s t a t i c vo id gpuOpe r a t i on ( i n t * a r r ) {
/ / Genera te un ique ID f o r each t h r e ad and a s s i g n t o p o s i t i o n i n a r r
i n t i = b l o ck I dx . x * blockDim . x + t h r e a d I d x . x ;
a r r [ i ] = i ;
}
Fig. 2: Example of a loop structure being unrolled.
Fig. 3: 2D calculation region (unshaded) with required ghost cells (shaded).
The detail and performance of the algorithm has been presented elsewhere [10]. A sum-
mary of those results is given here, which demonstrates significantly improved perfor-
mance for the GPU implementation, as shown in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4 it can be seen
that both the CPU and GPU solution time increases linearly as node number increases,
but the GPU model performs consistently better than the CPU model. Fig. 5 shows the
speed up obtained with the semi-implicit algorithm (as a multiplier of the CPU perfor-
mance), demonstrating it steadily growing as the model size increases. The performance
difference between the two GPUs is largely explained by the different clock speed on
the units.
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Fig. 4: Semi-implicit model execution time against problem node number for sim-
ulations run to 1 million time steps.
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Fig. 5: Semi-implicit model performance improving when implemented on GPU.
Validation
Simplified test cases were used to ensure the correctness of the numerical model. Three
main cases were investigated: a lid driven cavity flow, uniform flow over a flat plate, and
a stratified shear layer. These cases were compared with literature to ensure consistent
results.
Lid Driven Cavity.
The lid driven cavity is a common validation case with simple geometry and boundary
conditions. The case is set up by having a square field of fluid, with non-slip conditions
on the sides and floor, and a constant velocity boundary on the lid of the cavity as shown
in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6: Numerical setup of lid driven cavity flow.
The work performed by Ghia, Ghis and Shin [7] is frequently used as a benchmark, as it
provides both images to compare, and tables of values. Fig. 7 shows an agreement of ve-
locity profiles between the developed model and results of previous work. Fig. 8 shows
the streamlines of the lid driven cavity, similar to those shown in other work.
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Fig. 7: Horizontal velocity profile over the midline of lid driven cavity with a
Reynolds number of 1000
Flat Plate.
In the flat plate example a uniform velocity field is applied over a non-slip flat plate, on
which a boundary layer develops. Fig. 9 shows a uniform flow field being applied to a
flat plate, with the dashed line showing the boundary layer thickness (defined as where
the velocity is less than 99% of the free field velocity).
The Blasius solution [8] gives the expected velocity profile and thickness of the bound-
ary layer developed over a flat plate. Fig. 10 shows the profile determined by the CUDA
algorithm matches closely with the Blasius solution. The main difference between the
Fig. 8: Streamlines of lid driven cavity with a Reynolds number of 1000
Fig. 9: The flat plate example showing the development of the boundary layer and
the resultant velocity profile.
solutions is the bump occurring at the edge of the boundary layer, caused by the uniform
inlet being applied at the start of the non-slip plate.
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Fig. 10: Comparison of velocity profile calculated by the Blasius solution and the
developed model.
Stratified Shear Layer.
In the stratified shear layer case two statically stable layers of fluid are moving at dif-
ferent velocities causing a shearing effect at the interface. A model can be set up as
shown in Fig. 11 to investigate the effects of shear and buoyancy forces on the system.
Characteristics of the system are largely determined by the Reynolds number and the
Richardson number. The Reynolds number is given by
Re =
Ud

; (4)
whereU is the velocity difference between the two layers, and d is the interface thick-
ness. The Richardson number is given by
Rig =
N2
(@u
@z
)2
; (5)
whereN2 =  g
1
@0
@z
is the buoyancy frequency, @u
@z
is the rate of change of velocity in the
vertical direction, g is gravity, 1 is the upper layer density and 0 is the reference den-
sity. The Richardson number gives the ratio of buoyancy forces to shear forces.
Fig. 11: The numerical model setup for stratified shear flow.
When the value for Richardson number is below 0.25, shear forces overwhelm the buoy-
ancy forces to the extent that Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities begin to occur [9]. The code
developed reliably shows the development of K-H instabilities at low values of Richard-
son number as shown in figure 12, where Ri = 0:2 and Re = 5000. In this case the
density gradient is generated by a change in temperature of 0.5°C.
Fig. 12: Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities in a stratified shear layer at Ri = 0:2 and
Re = 5000.
Conclusion
The developed GPU code was tested against several simplified cases of SCBLs, i.e. a
lid driven cavity, a flat plate boundary layer and a stratified shear layer. In all cases, the
numerical model was shown to agree with previous works to within reasonable expecta-
tions. The performance of the model implemented on GPUwas shown to perform better
than a similar implementation on CPU. This work is to be extended to investigating the
case of sheared convective boundary layers.
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